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the strain directional array to azimuthally discriminate 
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Seismogram, recordsd online, illustrating the effectiveness 
of the strain direv'tlonal array to azimuthally discriminate 
between microselsms exhibiting directional properties. 
Rejection and enhancement are shown for 2.0 cps train noise 
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Seisaogram, recorded online, illustrating enhancement of 
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ABSTRACT 

Eleven seismograph channels at WMSO were converted to a "3-cycle" system 
[n^t ?8 ^K8 Si?nificant i«Provement in matching of phase response of itrain- 
trln'dl^t}"" 0nS- \**>*t™ti*1 ^ease  in utility of thrshon-perlod 
strain directional array data was achieved by a transition from offline 
summing to online summing of strain and inertia! sig^ls 

Ifrh^f ^ 0f lon8-Period horizontal strain and inertxal seismographs with 
MI.J  frequency responses was put into operation at WMSO to evaluate its 
directional capabilities. An equivalent inertial magnification of 12K at 
fL!^  iac™6?i;™ChieVed With the lon8-P«riod strain seismograph. Magni- 
fications of SOK-IOOK are required to reject long-period microsJisms effe^ively. 

?h,tT^°L0Vhe r,teel-ca8ed borehole and the plastic-cased borehole indicates 
that 6-second microsei^s are recorded with approximately 30 percent less 
amplitude in the steel-cased borehole. Further comparisc will be made by 
interchanging seismometers in the two boreholes. 

Relative theoretical values of displacement and differentiaA displacement have 
been computed for incident longitudinal waves as part of the study ofwave 
discrimination. 
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MULTICOMPONENT STRAIN SEISMOGRAPH 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

This report discusses technical findings and accomplishraents in a program of 
strain seismology under Contract AF 33(657)-1S288 in the period 1 January to 
31 March 1967. The work reported herein covers development of a system of 
3-cofflponent strain and 3-component short-period inertial seismographs having 
matched amplitude and phase responses in the frequency range O.CH-IC cps. 

This report is submitted in compliance with Item 6 of Exhibit A, Statement of 
Work to be Done, AFTAC Project Authorization No. VELA T/5081, The report is 
presented in the same sequence as the tasks in the Statement of Work. The 
Statement of Work is included as an appendix. 

At the beginning of this quarter, the following outstanding problems existed: 

a. The need for improved phase matching of short-period horizontal 
strain-inertial combinations; 

b. Evaluation of the short-period directional array required much off- 
line data processing; 

c. Unstable system magnifications; 

d. Noise produced by the moving-coil transducer in the long-period 
horizontal strain seismograph limited system magnification to an equivalent 
inertial magnification of 6K at 25 seconds; 

e. Existence of an apparent phase discrepancy in the vertical strain 
seismograph, possibly caused by the magnetostrictive calibrator; 

f. Indications that the steel-cased borehole does not respond to ground 
motion properly, whereas the plastic-cased hole does. 

Briefly, the status of these problems at the end of the quarter are as follows: 

a. The phase match of the short-period horizontal strain combinations 
liM been significantly improved and is now closely matched on all directional 
array channels as a result of converting to a M3-cycle" system. 

b. A transition to online operation of the directional array has 
simplified evaluation of the short-period strain directional array. 

c. Section* of quartz tiding found cracked or broken where the cali- 
brators are attached, have been replaced. Stability checks have been resumed. 
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d  Noise has decreased 6 dB on the long-period moving-coil hon-ontal 
strain Seismograph over a period of several weeks To ident fy the source of 
regaining nolle Sill possibly require several months of testxng. 

e  Instrunen ation to monitor motion of the ^gnetostrictive calibrator 
under field opening conditions is being built in order to resolve the question 
of a phase discrepancy xn the calibrator. 

f  Additional analysis indicates apparent loss of signal (6-5ecPn^ 
microselsmsMi the steel-cased borehole. Seismometers in the two boreholes 
will be interchanged. 

2. TNSTRIMENTA.TION DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 SECUUP STRAIN MONITOR 

*.««#■ rh* ocular strain monitor revealed the need for enclosing 
t^'^ecoX ^ 16!mi lUer B^l xiovie camera, in a sealed container to 
the recorder, a lb ^J"^*. ture int0  the camera. Moisture causes the 

2.2    SPECIAL BAND-PASS FILTER 
4-1 KO«^ na<« filter was designed and fabricated for use in A six-channel special bandpass filter wa.aes g        galvanometers and 

the strain *^»°J"P^; ^^i^^st/an chapels and'provides an improved 
nL' r^rc^b^tw en" t« "and nenialseismographs. Tl.e filter has a center 
^e rcyCofbr8eec;s5with VB Point»- 0h4 and lpS cps. Hjg and low^^ 

l:T£\T^^^^^^^^ approximately n« phase 

spread. 

2.3 DRIFT COMPENSATOR 

^r^-r^o^-'^n-r,^""* Z**T<U»», «nee.».. 
for coapensation. 

Preliminary tests indict, that the approach is feasible. More detailed tests 

are in progress. 
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3.  SEISMOGRAPH D£VFLOPMENT 

3.1  SHORT-PERIOD STRAIN AND INERTIAL SEISMOGRAPH IMPROVBfENTS 

Phase response tests of the strain seismograph phototube amplifier with 
0.8 cps galvanometers indicated deviations from theoretical values which pro- 
duced serious phase mismatches between strain-inertial seismograph combinations. 
These phase errors were discussed in Quarterly Report (QR) No. 6. 

An improved system (also discussed in QR No. 6) was designed using identical 
3 cps galvanometers in all channels with special band-pass filters in the strain 
channels to match the inertial seismometers. Initial tests at mso  indicated 
a significant improvement in phase match and steps were taken to assemble the 
necessary equipment to modify the entire system. A six-channel filter was built 
and galvanometers on hand were reconditioned. 

During the week of 20 March 1967, installation and testing of the improved 
system was completed. Figure 1 shows the phase spread of the four horizontal 
strain-inertial seismograph combinations before and after the change. These 
curves indicate that the strain channels lag the inertials by about 15* before 
the change and about 5° after the change. Minor adjustments to correct galva- 
nometer damping errors in strain channels will further improve the phase match. 

Phase and amplitude stability of the improve system will be determined and 
reported when sufficient data nave been collected. 

3.2 LONG-PERIOD STRAIN SEISMOGRAPH 

3.2.1 General 

Long-period strain work, which was discussed in QR No. 6, was started at WMSO 
during this period. Several steps were necessary before operation of the long- 
period horizontal strain seismograph could be attempted. 

3.2.2 Environmental Tests and Monitors 

Pressure teits were performed or the horizontal strain vault complex and all 
leaks were sealed. A leak test shewed the vault time constant to be greater 
than S hours. The microbarograph was installed in the central vault and data 
from the long-period and short-period channels are being recorded on the long- 
period Develocorder. 

A temperature monitoring system was also installed to assist in the evaluation 
of the seismograph. Four sensors monitor the temperature of the north strain 
transducer, the north strain quartz standard, the east strain quartz standard, 
and the air in the central vault. Diurnal temperature changes in the vault 
are less than 0.2*C. Changes in temperature of the quartz standard are much 
smaller. 
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Finally, a baffle was installed in the vertical entrance shaft of the central 
vault to minimize temperature variations during entry. 

3.2.3 Long-Period Strain Seismograph 

The north strain instrument was chosen for long-period work and operates into 
a Model 5240A phototube amplifier (PTA) with a HC-second galvanometer. The 
PTA is followed by a special band-pass filter to match the response of the 
long-period inertial seismograph. After initial tests, the circuit was modi- 
fied to permit recording of both short-period and long-period data from a single 
strain transducer. 

3.2.4 Transducer Noise 

Initial tests indicated that mechanical noise in the aoving-coil transducer 
exceeded electrical noise by approximately 20 UB in the frequency band of 
interest. This noise limited strain magnification to an equivalent inertial 
magnification of t¥.  at 25 seconds. A styrofoam convection shield was constructed 
and placco around the transducer. Several minor modifications to the transducer 
were made, including replacement of the alimiinum extension tube wUh a section 
of quartz tubing. After a stabilization period of about 3 weeks, the mechanicA1 
noise wa» reduced by approximately 6 dB and has continued at this level. A 
major modification of the moving-coil transducer will be necessary to further 
reduce mechanical noise. 

3.2.5 Evaluation 

Data fro« the NHSO long-period north inertial seismograph are being recorded 
on the lung-period Develocordei with long-period north strain data; long-period 
strain magnification is 8000K at 25 seconds, which is equivalent to rn inertial 
magnification of 12K. Recording of the inertial channel was delayed due to 
extensive seismometer maintenance by observatory personnel. Date for final 
evaluation will be recorded on tape in the near future. 

3,3 HORIZONTAL STRAIN SEISMOMETERS 

Broken sections of the quartz tube standards of the north and northwest strain 
selsmomet rt were replaced and new calibrators were installed. New calibrator 
constints were also obtained for all four horizontal strain seismometers with 
the use of the variable capacitance transducer. 

4.  EVALUATION 

4.1 VERTICAL STRAIN SELSHOGRAPH 

To compare the response to ground motion of th* steel-cased and plastic-cased 
boreholes, amplitude measurements were taken from selected samples of large 
4- to 6-s<tccnd microseisms that appeared to be Rayleigh waves. 
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The differential displaceoent recorded by each vertical strain seismograph was 
compared to a theoretical value computed for Rayleigh waves using the displace- 
ment measured by the vertical inertial seismograph. The average ratio of 
empirical to theoretical values of vertical differential displacement is 0.94 
for the steel-cased borehole and 1.4 for the plastic-cased borehole. Although 
the results for the steel-cased borehole agree more closely with theory (based 
on a value of 0.25 for Poisson's ratio), a comparison of the two ratios suggests 
the occuirence of less signal in the steel-cased borehole than in the plastic- 
cased hole. 

The ratio of differential displacement recorded by the summed orthogonal 
horizontal strain seismographs was compared to that recorded by each vertical 
strain seismograph. The average of these ratios is 3.6 for the steel-cased 
borehole and 2.4 for the plastic-cased borehole. Theory predicts a ratio of 
approximately 3.0. These results bear out tendencies observed in spectra shown 
in QR No. 6. 

4.2 EVALUATION OF IMPROVED HORIZONTAL STRAIN HOUSING 

Improvements to the horizontal strain h using were made dur. .<g the middle of 
1966.  Included among the improvement; was the placement of an additional 
1.3 meters of overburden over the horizontal strain seismomeieiJ to reduce the 
susceptibility of the strain seismographs to wind generated noise. 

Recordings by the east strain seismograph, beiore and after the above work was 
accomplished, were selected to evaluate the reduction in recorded wind noise, 
'ihe recoidings were selected from times when wind velocities were between IS to 
20 miles per hour. The east strain seismograph was selected because it is 
nearest the surface, due to the terrain variations at the UMSO strain instal- 
lation, and therefore affected most by wind. 

Figure 2 is a plot of the power spectra density of the two wind noise recordings. 
At frequencies greater than 0.8 cps, the noise recorded on 2 March 1967 is seen 
to be significantly reduced from that recorded on 21 January 1966, Some 
differences due to microseisnic variations might be expected; however, this 
cannot account for the differences seen in figure 2. This is borne out by the 
2 cps region, a spectral high at »1480. The spectral peak of the 2 cps micro- 
seisms La prominent on the 1967 sample, but fairly well camouflaged by wind 
noise on the 1966 sample. The level of 2 cps microseisms at NMSO is usually 
fairly constant as a function of Mae. 

The Increase at 3 cps on the 1967 recc-d4ig is attributed to the presence of 
microseisms. These 3 cps microseisms were observed on both the strain and 
Inertial seismograph recordings made on 16 mm film. 

Although the susceptibility of the horizontal strains to wind noise, specifically 
the east strain, has not been removed, it has been reduced by the additional 
overburden above the horizontal strain tr nches. 
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5.     ATPLICATIONS 

5.1    RECORDING AND PROCESSING OF DATA 

it^r11??/^ ir«-Pfr*od J,tr'in ^ lnertial "isnlc data are being recorded 

uevelocorders and two Aapex aagnetlc-tape recorders      The foiirvwinn T^.! *w 
recorders and the trace o.  chaJnel assi^ents p««^]?!" is^   C    iSt ^ 

Trace No. 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

IWSO Develocorder No.  5 

Long-period strain 

Short-period aicrobarograph (SPMB) 
Reference line (Dead Trace) 
Long-period north «train (SNL) 
Long-period north in^rtial  (NLP) 
Long-period aicrobarograph (LPMB;) 
Te^jerature Monitor (Teap) 

Trace N>. 

»ISO L>evelocorder No. 6 

Short-period strain directional arra^r 

1. 
2. 
S. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
IS. 

Short-period vertical inertlal (SPZ) 
Short-period north inertial (SPN) 
Short-period east inertial (SPE) 
Short-period northeast inertial (SPKE) 
Short-period northwest inertial (SPNW) 
North eleaent of strain directional rray (N) 
Northeast eleaent of strain directic al array 
East eleaent of strain directional array (1) 
Southeast eleaent of strain directional arr^y 
South eleaent of strain directional array (S) 
Southwest eleaent of strain directional array 
»rest eleaent of strain directional array (W) 
Northwest eleaent of strain directional array 

(NE) 

(SE) 

(SW) 

(NW) 

Trace No. 1. 
2. 

1WS0 Develocorder No. 7 

strain prlaary 

Short-period north Inertial  (SPN) 
Short-period north «train (SNS) 
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Trace No. .3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

Sijaaation of SNS and SES  (ISNS,  SES) 
Short-period east strain  (SES) 
Short-period east inertial   (SPE) 
Short-period north inertial  (SPN) 
Short-period vertical inertial  fSPZ) 

ÄHsisir1"1 "rain" ""s-c"'i 
lolZTA^T^1 "r,i",n ■,u"ic-"»'1 
Short-period northeast inertial (SPNE) 
Short-period northeast strain (SNES) 

ST10".0! SNES ^ SNWS fISNES' SNWS) 
bhort-period northwest strain (SNWS 
Short-period northwest inertial (SPNWI 
Anemometer (Wind) 

Channel No. 1. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

14. 

WMSO magnetic-tape recorder No. 2 

BCD station time 
Long-period north strain (SNL) 
Long-period north inertial (NLP) 
Compensation 
Voice comment 

• 
Channel No. 1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 

14. 

WMSO matnetic-tape recorder No.  3 

BCD station time 
Short-period north inertial  (SPN) 
Short-period east inertial  (SPE) 
Short-period north strain  (SNS) 
Short-period east strain (SES) 
Short-period northeast inertial  (SPNE1 
Compensation ' 
Short-period northwest inertial  (SPNW) 
Short-period northeast strain  (SNES) 
Short-period northwest strain (SNWS) 

b^HlsIs""1"1 "r'in ln »«••««-"»< 
Short-period vertical inertial (SP2) 

bSrlKlslsrr'"1 "r'in ln ""1-""<i 

Voice comment 

£4 Zi^r1^ ^ll^r^^^^^TT.th' ""^ 

•9~ 
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5.2 STRAIN DIRECTIONAI ARRAY 

The ability of given eleaents of the »train directional array to enhance signal 
by microseisaic rejection and signal addition have been deronstraved by offline 
processing, TR 66-5, TR 6^-45, and TR 67-2. Online recording of the directional 
array has been initiated to establish the feasibility of or line recordina and 
■iniaize offline processing. 

The effectiveness of the directional array to -.tiauthally discriainate between 
low velocity aicroseisas which appear to have single source origins is Illustrated 
in figures 3 and 4. Figure 5 shows the enhancement of the horizontal coaponenti 
of the priaary and surface phases of a near regional earthquake by certain 
eleaents of the directional array. 

The aziauthal aabiguity relating to the 5-second aicroseisaj, figure 3, is 
reaoved by the directional array. Axiauth indirition» obtained froa the inertial 
recordings are indefinite whereas the directional array shows the 5-second 
aicroseisas to be arriving froa the ENE. 

Figure 4 illustrate» how signal, 2 cps train noise, can be either reduced or 
enhanced by elaaent* of the directional array. Train noise is generated 
several degrees east fro« south of WMSO and hence the north and south eleaents 
will provide aaxim» reduction and enhanceaent, respectively; however, at the 
tiae the recordings were taken, the north strain was being operated as a long- 
period systea only. Therefore, in figure 4, the southeast eleaent exhibits 
aaaiaua enhanceaent and the northwest eleaent aaxiaua reduction. 

The recorrlng of a near regional by the directional array i» shown in figure 5. 
Again the north strain is aissing fro* the north and south eleaents of the array. 
Enhanceaent of the horizontal coaponent of displaceaent by the east and north- 
east eleaents is readily apparent. The epicenter is approxiaately N 60,E froa 
UMSO. T,tf.  occurrence of signal ou  all eleaents of the array is to be expected 
froa this azimuth. 

Recording and analysis of online data will be continued to further evaluate the 
potential of the directional array, both in signal enhanceaent and as a tool in 
the study of aicroseisas. 

S.S WAVE IDENTIFICATION 

Displaceaent and differential displaceaent due to incident SV waves were 
discussed in Quarterly Report No. 6. teploylng the saae paraaeters used in the 
SV wave coaputations, relative dieplaceaent and differential displaceaent due 
to longitudinal wave» have been coaputed. The horizontal displaceaent, 
differential displaceaent, and vertical displaceaent were coaputed for zero 
depth (surface). Th« vertical differential displaceaent was coaputed between 
points 18 and 36 meters below the surface. Poisson's ratio was assigned a 
value of 0.3, the normal stress along the surface was assumed to be zero, and 
a frequency of 1 cps was used for all computations. 

-10- 
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Polar plots of the displaceaent and differential displacement as a function of 
angle of incidence are shown in figure 6. The values of differential displace- 
iwnt have been aultiplied by 50 for improved resolution. The plots show the 
magnitudes of the horizontal (Ell) and vertical (E22) differential displacement 
to be similar for most angles of incidence, as might be expected from examination 
of the relationship of vertical to horizontal strain where the vertical stmss 
is zero. Because there will be no vertical strain when a longitudinal disturb- 
ance is vertically incident, it is interesting to note the occurrence of vertical 
differential displacement; however, it will only be 0.053 percent of thp vertical 
displacMtnt. 

Although the amplitudes of the vertical and horizontal differential displacement 
are similar for most angles of incidence, their phase relationship is not constant 
due to a relative change in phase of the vertical differential displacement as a 
function of angle of Incidence. With respect to she phase of both vertical and 
horizontal displaceaent, which are the same, the phase of vertical differential 
displacement ranges from in phase at 0* incidence to about -90° as the incidence 
approaches 90*. The phase of the Horizontal differential displacement is a * 90* 
with respect to displaceaent tor all angles of incidence. 

S.4 OPERATION AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES MANUAL 

Theoretical and empirical amplitude and phase reponse data for strain and inertia! 
seismographs are being collected for the operations section of the Procedures 
Manual. System operating parameters and seismometer and galvanometer character- 
istics are also being tabulated. 

Theoretical vertical and horizontal strain for varying epicentral distances has 
been computed and th« results will be included in the analysis section of the 
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EXHIBIT "A" 

STATEMENT OF WORK TO BE DONE 

AFT AC Project Authorization No. VELA T/5081 

1. Instrumentation Development 

a. Complete the development of the variable-capacitance transducer to 
extend the strain seismograph response to longer periods. 

b. Complete the modification and testing of the seismometer transducers, 
amplifiers, filters, and associated circuitry to insure a consistent phase 
relationahip between pendulum and strain seismographs. 

c. Design and install secular strain monitors to improve the horizontal 
strain seismograph operation. 

d. Improve the stability of the seismograph circuitry by installing a 
separate phototube amplifier shelter. 

2. Seismograph Development 

a. Vertical Strain Seismograph 

(1)   Complete this design of the vertical strain seismograph by 
improving the anchor design, reshaping the inntrument sections, and 
improving the mechanical reliability relative to installation, position locking, 
and removal. 

(2)   Improve the operation of the vertical strai    seismograph by 
incorporating the developments listed in paragraphs la,  lb, and 2a(l). 

b. Horizontal Strain Seismographs 

(1) Improve the design of the horizontal strain seismographs by the 
addition of secular strain controls and seismograph housing modifications. 

(2) Improve the operation of the horizontal strain seismographs by 
incorporating the developments listed in paragraphs la,   lb,  1c,  id, and 2b<l). 

REPRODUCTION AF 33(657>-15288 
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EXHIBIT "A" (Cont'd) 

3.   EvaluAtion 

ülled and m*y contain the following feature.: 

(3)   Combinationi of (1) and (2) mav h« *mmA     T»   n • 

*•   Application» 

").   ^xperimenUUy corroborate the vertical «train .^-~,« w brii Ance reUHv. ♦« «L. 5 J L        verucai strain eeismograph per- 
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EXHIBIT "A" (Cont'd) 

c. Develop a thorough underatanding and evaluation of the phase and 
amplitude performance of the «train aeiamographf and .rlated pendulum 
•ystema. 

d. Determine the usefulness of strain seismographs when used singularly 
and in combination with inertial instruments for wave identification, signal 
enhancement, detection of long-period signals, and rejection of noise arriving 
from selected azimuths.   Determine the usefulness of strain seismographs in 
distinguishing between earthquakes and explosions.   Schedule the program so 
as to provide preliminary results on the P-wave enhancement portion of the 
program not later than 30 Sept 65. 

♦5.   Drawings.   Provide drawings and specifications on item« specified in 
paragraphs 2a(l), 2a(2), 2b(l)f 2b(2), and the uncased borehole as outlined 
in paragraph 3 according to Data Itam» E-23-U.0, E-2-11.0, E-4-11.0, 
E-5-11.0, E-7-11.0, and T-13-28.0 contained in AFSCM 310-1.   These' 
drawings «hall conform to the instruction« contained in Attachment 2. 
Wherever Data Items conflict with Attachment 2, the latter will take precedence. 
Reproduction shaU be accomplished in accordance with Data Item E-4-11.0, 
paragraphs lb.  If, 7. 9,  10, 11, and 12c(3), microfilm on aperture card« 
and nonreproducible paper copies.   Index card keypunch format may vary 
from specifications as approved by AFTAC through the project officer. 
Aperture cards should be furnished in 2 copies,  1 positive and 1 negative. 

6-    KepoTt».   Provide monthly, quarterly, final, milestone, and special 
progress reports in a:cordance with Data Item S-17-12.0, first sentence 
of paragraph 1.    Whenever the Data Item conflicts with Attachment 1, the 
Utter will take precedence.   All reports under this project will be forwarded 
to HQ USAF (AFTAC/VELA Seismological Center). Wash., D. C.   20333. 

*For the purposes of this contract, the provision« of paragraph 5 of this 
Exhibit "A" are hereby waived.   In Ueu thereof, the following provisions 
shall apply: 

"5.    Drawings.    Drawings «hall be furnished in accordance with the 
provi.ion« of line item 7 of the DD Form 1423 and attachments thereto." 
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Eleven seismograph channels at NMSO were converted to a 's-cycle^system, 
resulting in a significant improvement in aatching of phase response of strain- 
inertial-combinations. A siAstantial increase in utility of the short-period 
stram directional array data was achieved by a transition from offline si»ine 
to online siaming of strain and inertial signals. 

A combination of long-period horizontal strain and inertial seismographs '«ith 
matched frequency responses was put into operation at RM£0 to eviluate its 
directional capabilities. An equivalent inertial magnification of 12K at 
25 seconds has been achieved with the long-jeriod strain seismograph  Magnifi- 
cations of 50K-100K are required to reject long-period microseisms effectively. 

A comparison of the steel-cased borehole a^-i '.he plastic-c«*d borehole indicates 
that 6-second microseisms are recorded with ajproximately 30 percent less 
amplitude in the steel-cased borehole. Further comparison will be made by 
interchanging seismometers in the two borehole». 

Relativ» th»or»tical values of displacement and diffarwiti.l displacement have 
been co»|>uted for incident longitudinal waw, a» part of th» study of wave 
diacrimination.^ - ' 
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